
Computer Sense – PC Energy Costs
An Energy-Saving Guide

What are the costs for running your home or office computer? 
Laboratory tests performed by Dell determined that a PC running Microsoft Office utilizes 42.7 watts 
of power per hour.  If the PC runs continuously for 365 days, at the average rate in Kentucky of $0.10 per 
kilowatt-hour, the annual power consumption costs would be $37.41 for the PC and $65.70 for a regular 
monitor, for a total cost of $103.11 for the workstation. 

PC Energy Usage
The “hibernate” mode is an energy saving alternative to turning your computer off and also eliminates  
the lengthy “re-booting” process. This feature is available on Windows XP (and previous versions from  
Windows 98 Second Edition on). It is referred to as the “sleep” feature on many newer PC models. In most 
cases, the PC will “wake up” from sleep or hibernation mode in 30 seconds or less.

“Hibernate” powers down your monitor to about 5 watts of energy and your PC to 2.3 watts — virtually the 
same as turning your PC off. When turned “off ” the PC utilizes “flea power,” or about 2.3 watts, to maintain 
local-area network connectivity. A PC uses zero energy only if it is unplugged. Monitors use zero energy 
when turned off. 

Approximately 50% of U.S. users are enabling their PCs to “hibernate or sleep” at night. This saves  
approximately $90/year in energy costs compared to a PC left on with a 3D screen saver running.

Monitor Energy Usage
Flat-panel monitors use less energy (22 watts when left on, 3.3 watts in “sleep” mode) than regular monitors 
(75 watts when left on, 5 watts in “sleep” mode).  So the same workstation with Microsoft Office running 
for a year would use $56.68 in power with a flat panel. 

If that same PC were kept in “sleep” mode for 20 hours, for every four hours “on,” as Dell recommends, the 
annual energy costs per PC system would total $23.10 with a regular monitor and $14.11 with a flat panel. 
This would be an annual savings of $80.01 for a system utilizing a regular monitor and $42.57 for a system 
equipped with a flat screen monitor. Using “hibernate,” the costs would be slightly less.

How to Hibernate
“Sleep” mode is available on most PCs, while “hibernate” is available to any user with Windows XP and 
previous versions (from Windows 98 Second Edition on). To enable “hibernate or sleep:” 
 • Go to Control Panel (in Classic View).
 • Click on “Power Options.” 
 • Click on “Hibernate” tab. Check box for “Enable hibernation.”
 • Click on “Power Schemes” tab. For “System hibernates,” select time in which to initiate  
    hibernation (most recommend 30 minutes). 
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